




Young children whose parents read 
them five books a day 

enter Reception having heard about 
1.4 million more words than 

children  who were never read to.

Even kids who are read only one book a day 
will hear about 290,000 more words by age 5 

than those who don’t regularly read books with a parent or caregiver.



Skills for Reading:
Decoding - using phonics to sound out 

Fluency - children begin to have better word recognition without sounding out loud and know the common 
words which cannot be decoded.

Vocabulary - children acquire the meaning of words through everyday experiences, play, talk and regular 
reading. 

Sentence construction and cohesion - these enable children to understand a whole paragraph and leads 
onto them making connections and links when reading a whole book.

Reasoning and background knowledge - most readers relate what they read to what they know. So it’s 
important for kids to have background or prior knowledge about the world when they read. They also need 
to be able to “read between the lines” and pull out meaning even when it’s not literally spelled out.

Working  memory and attention - this allows a child to take in information from the text, ensuring that 
they gain meaning from what they have read.
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What is Phonics?

A method of teaching beginners to read and pronounce 
words by learning to associate letters or letter groups with 
the sounds they represent.

There are 44 main sounds in the English Language. Each 
sound is represented by a grapheme (the written 
representation of a sound).



A New Vocabulary!
 Phonics – the learning of letters and sounds
 Phoneme – the sound a letter makes
 Grapheme – the written letter
 Blending – running sounds together to make a word
 Segmenting – breaking a word up into its component sounds
 Common exception words/tricky words/harder to read and spell words –

words that cannot always be decoded using phonics
 Digraph – a sound made with two letters e.g. sh ai oi
 Trigraph – a sound made with three letters e.g. igh
 Phonetically plausible – written phonetically so that it can still be read 

although it is spelt incorrectly e.g. torl werk cabij



Phase 1- Nursery
Phase 1 Letters and Sounds activities are broken into 
seven different aspects:

• Aspect 1 - Environmental Sound Discrimination
• Aspect 2 - Instrumental Sound Discrimination
• Aspect 3 - Body Percussion Sound Discrimination
• Aspect 4 - Rhythm and Rhyme
• Aspect 5 - Alliteration
• Aspect 6 - Voice Sounds
• Aspect 7 - Oral Blending and Segmenting

The purpose of these different aspects is to develop students’ language abilities in the following ways:

• Learning to listen attentively
• Enlarging their vocabulary
• Speaking confidently to adults and other children
• Discriminating between different phonemes
• Reproducing audibly the phonemes they hear
• Using sound-talk to segment words into phonemes

Rhythm, rhyme, 
alliteration and 

hearing all types of 
sounds is at the heart of 
the phonic programme 

and underpins all phases.



Activities for Phase 1



Tuning in:

Make your voice...

• Go down a slide

• Hiss like a snake 

• Keep everyone quiet 

• Gently moo like a cow 

• Be a clock 

• Imagine you are a ghost

• Bounce like a ball



Reception and Year 1 follow ELS scheme

DFE requires children
to take home phonetically
decodable books, matched 
to the sounds they know. 

Reception and Year 1:
physical decodable books and digital 
and a library book



Phase 2 -
We teach initial sounds and 
reading and writing CVC words

Bouncy sounds

Stretchy sounds

Pure sounds -
No schwar: b-a-n-d

(with schwar: buh-a-nuh-duh )

How do we pronounce each Phase 2 sound? Click here

https://vimeo.com/753929025/5eaa45c0aa


Supporting activities for Phase 2

• Using cards to learn the ditty

• Formation of letter

• Blending the sounds s-a-t

• Segmenting sounds to spell.

• Matching words to pictures

• Sound talk



Phase 3 - more consonant sounds and introduce long vowel sounds

digraphs - 2 letters make 1 sound

trigraphs- 3 letters make 1 sound

Do not say i-g-h, say igh.

How do we pronounce each Phase 3 sound? Click here

https://vimeo.com/753931102/b9a2f8194f


Supporting activities for Phase 3: 

Similar activities for Phase 2 including sound talk. 

• ‘Splat’ game
- means ____Write words on cards and you sound talk them and 

child finds the word by splatting it with their hand. 
- Find me a word that rhymes with rain.
- Find me the word that __

• Sound buttons - longer button for di/trigraphs

• Buried Treasure and Alien Words 
- linked to the Phonics Screener

pain   
light

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/resources/phase/3/buried-treasure


Children can sound the 
words out and blend them 
because they know their 
sounds. Then they can 
decide if it is a real 
word or fake word.



Phase 4 - No new sounds.  

Applying phase 2 and 3 to blend for reading and segment a word for spelling.

C = consonant  V = vowel

CVCC            CCVC         CCVCC        CCCVC     CCCVCC

tent plum stamp strip    scrunch

Also remember the V or C could be a digraph or trigraph:   
float           shrink                    

V C



Supporting activities for Phase 4

Start with adding extra consonant to blend CVC. 
It becomes CVCC.

‘Around the World’ game:    
Child changes word with cards or on whiteboard-

tent
Turn the word into… bent, bend, send, sent, tent



Phase 5- alternative vowel and consonant sounds

By the end of Year 1,
we aim for all children to know 
up to the split sounds so that they 
can access the Phonics Screener.

Phase 5b continues
at the end of Year 1 and Year 2 
with more alternative sounds.

How do we pronounce each Phase 5 sound? Click here

https://vimeo.com/753933192/43104a30e0


Supporting activities for Phase 5

Split sounds - ‘split digraphs’ (not a ‘magic e’)

a_e make
e_e eve
i_e kite
o_e note
u_e huge (u)  brute (oo)  
Sound button joins up both letters but it is one sound. 
Work on putting sound buttons on and reading words.



Phonics Screener

20 real words

20 fake words

• Children have to say the word or 
sound out and say the word.

• Children can put on sounds buttons 
to help sound it out.

• They are not timed.

• They do it with their teacher.

• They are very used to doing this activity from 
Reception and Year 1.

• Normally pass score is 32/40



Phonics and passing the phonics test is just one strand 
of reading. It informs the school on future interventions 
that might need to take place to ensure that children 
can decode books. 



Year 2 Phonics

Term 1: revision of sounds from Year 1. Then, for those who need more work on their 
phonics, they will be part of a phonics intervention group and will revise the sounds 
from Year 1 before starting the Year 2 programme of study.

In Year 2 children learn:
• alternative vowel and consonant sounds.
• Suffixes - s, es, ed, ing, ly, est, er, y, ment, ness, ful, less
• Words ending - el, al, le, il, tion
• Homophones (sea, see) and near homophones (quite, quiet)
• Use of apostrophe - Contraction (don’t) possessive (Anna’s shoe)

We benchmark all children and they have a numbered book 
and library book.



Regular reading and interaction with books, words 
and texts is crucial for children to develop as readers.

Word recognition can be a big obstacle for struggling readers. 
Average readers need to see a word 4 -14 times before it becomes a 
sight word that they automatically recognise. For children with 
dyslexia, they may need to see it up to 40 times.





Oxford Language Report (2018) carried out research which showed that 
teachers reported that 40% of the their pupils 

lacked the vocabulary needed to access learning.
92% of teachers surveyed after the pandemic believe that Covid has 

caused a further widening of the word gap.





What is the answer?

- Talk!
- Use richer vocabulary. 
- Speak in sentences and get the children to speak in sentences.
- Teach and introduce children to new vocabulary through their reading 

and in everyday context.

- Read widely - a range of topics, stories, information and poetry.
- Get children to talk about books and language.

- Pre-teach vocabulary before reading a book or starting a new 
topic at school (Check out the Knowledge Organisers sent in class newsletters!)

- Get children to play with language and learn from their mistakes.





Vocabulary and subject knowledge:
Where is he? What is an attic? Why do 
people put boxes in an attic?

Prediction: What is the boy looking at? 
How do you know? What has the 
author/illustrator done to make us look at 
the boxes? What questions might you ask 
about this picture? (What is in the box?) 
What do you think will happen next in the 
story? 

Inference: How do we know it is an attic 
and not a basement/garage? Is there 
anything you can see that might tell us this?
(Eg. The pigeon can get into a roof where an 
attic is.) Why is the boy there? How does he 
feel? How can you tell?

Here’s an example of the type of questions you could ask your child,
using a story illustration….





https://www.westminster.gov.uk/how-do-I-join-a-library

Join Charing Cross Library!

Library resources are available online 
if you are a member. These include:

✓ Britannica Junior Library
✓ IXL Maths and English Practice
✓ E-books and e-comics

https://www.westminster.gov.uk/how-do-I-join-a-library


More useful resources online….


